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Abstract— Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is widely
deployed in IP networks to manage intra-domain routing.
OSPF is a link-state protocol, in which routers reliably flood
“Link State Advertisements” (LSAs), enabling each to build
a consistent, global view of the routing topology. Reliable
performance hinges on routing stability, yet the behavior of
large operational OSPF networks is not well understood. In
this paper, we provide a case study on the characteristics and
dynamics of LSA traffic for a large enterprise network. This
network consists of several hundred routers, distributed in
tens of OSPF areas, and connected by LANs and private
lines. For this network, we focus on LSA traffic and ana-
lyze: (a) the class of LSAs triggered by OSPF’s soft-state re-
fresh, (b) the class of LSAs triggered by events that change
the status of the network, and (c) a class of “duplicate” LSAs
received due to redundancy in OSPF’s reliable LSA flooding
mechanism. We derive the baseline rate of refresh-triggered
LSAs automatically from network configuration informa-
tion. We also investigate finer time scale statistical proper-
ties of this traffic, including burstiness, periodicity, and syn-
chronization. We discuss root causes of event-triggered and
duplicate LSA traffic, as well as steps identified to reduce
this traffic (e.g., localizing a failing router or changing the
OSPF configuration).

Keywords— Routing, OSPF, Enterprise networks, LSA
traffic.

I. INTRODUCTION

Operational network performance assurances hinge on
the stability and performance of the routing system. Un-
derstanding behavior of routing protocols is crucial for bet-
ter operation and management of IP networks. In this pa-
per, we focus on Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [1], a
widely deployed Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) in IP
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networks today to control intradomain routing. Despite
wide-spread use, behavior of OSPF in large and commer-
cial IP networks is not well understood. In this paper, we
provide a case study of the dynamic behavior of OSPF in
a large enterprise IP network, using data gathered from the
deployment of a novel and passive OSPF monitoring sys-
tem. To our knowledge, this case study represents the first
detailed report on OSPF dynamics in any large operational
IP network.

OSPF is a link-state protocol, where each router gen-
erates “Link State Advertisements” (LSAs) to create and
maintain a local, consistent view of the topology of the en-
tire routing domain. Tasks related to generating and pro-
cessing LSA traffic form a major chunk of OSPF process-
ing. In fact, OSPF LSA storms that cripple the network
are not unheard of [2]. Therefore, understanding the dy-
namics of LSA traffic are vital to manage OSPF networks.
Such an understanding can also lead to realistic workload
models which can be used for a variety of purposes like
realistic simulations and scalability studies. Therefore, we
focus on the LSA traffic in this case study. Specifically,
we introduce a general methodology and associated pre-
dictive model to investigate what the LSA traffic reveals
about network topology dynamics and failure modes.

The enterprise network under investigation provides
highly available and reliable connectivity from customer’s
facilities to applications and databases residing in a data
center. Salient features of the network are:

� OSPF is used for routing in the data center. The OSPF
domain consists of about 15 areas and 500 routers. This
paper presents dynamics of OSPF for 8 areas (including
the backbone area) covering about 250 routers over a one
month period of April, 2002.

� The OSPF domain has a hierarchical structure with ap-
plication and database servers at the root and customers at
the leaves. The domain uses Ethernet LANs extensively
for connectivity. This is in contrast to ISP networks which
rely on point to point link technologies.

� Customers are connected over leased lines to the OSPF
network in the data center. EIGRP [1] is run over the
leased lines. Customer reachability information learnt via
EIGRP is subsequently imported into the OSPF domain.
This is in contrast to many ISP networks which propagate
external reachability information using an internal instance



of BGP (I-BGP [1]).
We believe the salient characteristics of the enterprise net-
work are common to a wide class of networks.

To understand characteristic of LSA traffic of the enter-
prise network, we classify the traffic into three classes:

� Refresh-LSAs – the class of LSAs triggered by OSPF’s
soft-state refresh mechanism,

� Change-LSAs – the class of LSAs triggered by events
that change the status of the network, and

� Duplicate-LSAs – the class of extra copies of LSAs re-
ceived as a result of the redundancy in OSPF’s reliable
LSA flooding mechanism.

In Section V, we provide a simple formula to predict
the rate of refresh-LSA traffic, with parameters that can be
determined using information available in the router con-
figuration files. Our measurements confirm that the predic-
tion is accurate. To understand finer grained refresh traf-
fic characteristics, we propose and carry out simple time-
series analysis. In the case study, this analysis revealed
that the routers fall into two classes with different peri-
odic refresh behavior. As it turned out, the two classes
ran two versions of the router operating systems (Cisco
IOS). Our measurements showed that refresh traffic is not
synchronized across routers. In contrast, Basu and Riecke
[3] reported evidence of synchronization from their OSPF
model simulations. We believe that day to day variations
in the operational context tends to break synchronization
arising from initial conditions. We saw no evidence of
forcing functions (however weak) that push the network
towards synchronization.

Having baselined the refresh-LSA traffic, we move on
to analysis of traffic triggered by topology changes in
Section VI. We isolate change-LSAs and attribute them
to either internal or external topology changes. Internal
changes are changes to the topology of the OSPF domain,
whereas external changes are changes in the reachabil-
ity information imported from EIGRP. We found that the
bulk of change-LSAs were due to external changes. In
addition, the overwhelming majority of change-LSA traf-
fic came from persistent yet partial failure modes. Inter-
nal change-LSAs arose from failure modes within a single
router. Bulk of External change-LSAs arose from a single
EIGRP session which was flapping due to congestion on
the link.

Interestingly, in one critical internal router failure case,
an impending failure eluded the SNMP based fault and
performance management system, but showed up promi-
nently in spikes in change-LSA traffic. As a result of
these LSA measurements, proactive maintenance was car-
ried out, moving the network away from an operating point
where an additional router failure would have had catas-

trophic, network-wide impact.
Because OSPF uses reliable flooding to disseminate

LSAs, a certain level of duplicate-LSA traffic is to be ex-
pected. However, in the case study we observed certain
asymmetries in duplicate-LSA traffic that were initially
surprising, given the complete symmetry of the physical
network design (Section VII). However, a closer look
revealed asymmetries in the logical OSPF control plane
topology. This analysis then led to a method for reducing
duplicate-LSA traffic by altering the routers’ logical OSPF
configurations, without changing physical structure of the
network.

A. Related Work

For the most part, previous studies of OSPF have been
model or simulation-based [3] [4], or have concentrated
on measuring OSPF implementation behavior on a single
router or in a small testbed [5]. The only exception is a
paper by Labovitz et al. [6] in which the authors analyzed
OSPF instability for a regional ISP network. However, our
work is a first comprehensive analysis of OSPF LSA traf-
fic and can lead to development of realistic network-wide
modeling parameters and simulation scenarios of greatest
interest. Very interesting work related to IS-IS [1] conver-
gence in ISP networks (and the potential for much faster
convergence) has appeared in talks and Internet drafts from
Packet Design [7] [8]. In the realm of interdomain routing,
numerous studies have been published about the behavior
of BGP in the Internet; some examples of which are [6]
[9] [10]. These studies have yielded many interesting and
important insights. IGPs, such as OSPF, need similar at-
tention, and we believe that this paper is a first step in that
direction.

II. OSPF FUNDAMENTALS AND LSAS

OSPF is a link state routing protocol, meaning that each
router within the domain discovers and builds an entire
view of the network topology. This topology view is con-
ceptually a directed graph. Each router represents a node
in this topology graph, and each link between neighboring
routers represents a unidirectional edge. Each link also
has an associated weight that is administratively assigned
in the configuration file of the router. Using the weighted
topology graph, each router computes a shortest path tree
with itself as the root, and applies the results to build its
forwarding table. This assures that packets are forwarded
along the shortest paths in terms of link weights to their
destinations [11]. We will refer to the computation of the
shortest path tree as an SPF computation, and the resultant
tree as an SPF tree.

For scalability, an OSPF domain may be divided into
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Fig. 1. From left to right, the figure depicts an example OSPF topology, the view of that topology from router G, and the shortest
path tree calculated at G. (Though we show the OSPF topology as an undirected graph here for simplicity, in reality the graph
is directed.)

areas determining a two level hierarchy as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Area 0, known as the backbone area, resides at the
top level of the hierarchy and provides connectivity to the
non-backbone areas (numbered 1, 2, ...). OSPF assigns
each link to exactly one area. The routers that have links
to multiple areas are called border routers. For example,
routers � , � and � are border routers in Figure 1. Ev-
ery router maintains a separate copy of the topology graph
for each area it is connected to. The router performs the
SPF computation on each such topology graph and thereby
learns how to reach nodes in all the areas it is connected
to. In general, a router does not learn the entire topology
of remote areas (i.e., the areas in which the router does not
have links), but instead learns the weight of the shortest
paths from one or more border routers to each node in re-
mote areas. Thus, after computing the SPF tree for each
area, the router learns which border router to use as an
intermediate node for reaching each remote node. In ad-
dition, the reachability of external IP prefixes (associated
with nodes outside the OSPF domain) can be injected into
OSPF (X and Y in Figure 1). Roughly, reachability to an
external prefix is determined as if the prefix were a node
linked to the router that injects the prefix into OSPF.

A. Link State Advertisements (LSAs)

Routers running OSPF describe their local connectiv-
ity in Link State Advertisements (LSAs). These LSAs are
flooded reliably to other routers in the network, which the
routers use to build the consistent view of the topology de-

scribed earlier. Flooding is made reliable by mandating
that a router acknowledge the receipt of every LSA it re-
ceives from every neighbor. The flooding is hop-by-hop
and hence does not itself depend on routing. The set of
LSAs in a router’s memory is called the link state database
and conceptually forms the topology graph for the router.

It is worth noting that the term LSA is commonly used
to describe both OSPF messages and entries in the link
state database. An LSA has essentially two parts: (a) an
identifier – three parameters that uniquely define a topo-
logical element (e.g. a link or a network), and (b) the rest
of the contents, describing the status of this topological el-
ement.

OSPF uses several types of LSAs for describing differ-
ent parts of topology. Every router describes links to all
neighboring routers in a given area in a Router LSA. Router
LSAs are flooded only within an area and thus are said to
have an area-level flooding scope. Thus, a border router
has to originate a separate router LSA for every area it is
connected to. For example, router � in Figure 1 describes
its links to � and � in its area 0 router LSA, and its links
to � and � in area 2 router LSA. OSPF uses a Network
LSA for describing routers attached to a broadcast network
(e.g., Ethernet LANs). These LSAs also have an area-level
flooding scope. Section II-B describes OSPF operation in
broadcast networks in more detail. Border routers summa-
rize information about one area into another by originating
Summary LSAs. It is through summary LSAs that other
routers learn about nodes in the remote areas. For example,



LSA type Information Flooding Scope
Router The router’s OSPF links belonging to the area Area
Network The routers attached to the broadcast network Area
Summary The nodes in remote areas reachable from the border router Area
External The external prefixes reachable from the ASBR Domain

TABLE I
LSA TAXONOMY

router � in Figure 1 learns about � and � through sum-
mary LSAs originated by � and � . Summary LSAs have
area-level flooding scope. As mentioned earlier, OSPF al-
lows routing information to be imported from other routing
protocols, e.g., RIP, EIGRP or BGP. The router that im-
ports routing information from other protocols into OSPF
is called an AS Border Router (ASBR). An ASBR orig-
inates external LSAs to describe external routing infor-
mation. In Figure 1 all the routers learn about � and �
through external LSAs originated by ASBR � . External
LSAs are flooded in the entire domain irrespective of area
boundaries, and hence have domain-level flooding scope.
Table I summarizes this taxonomy of OSPF’s LSAs.

A change in the network topology requires affected
routers to originate and flood appropriate LSAs. For in-
stance, when a link between two routers comes up, the two
ends have to originate and flood their router LSAs with
the new link included in it. Moreover, OSPF employs pe-
riodic refresh of LSAs. So, even in the absence of any
topological changes every router has to periodically flood
self-originated LSAs. The default value of the refresh-
period is 30 minutes. The refresh mechanism is jittered
and driven by timer expiration. Due to reliable flooding
of LSAs, a router can receive multiple copies of a change
or refresh triggered LSA. We term the first copy received
at a router as new and copies subsequently received as du-
plicates. Note that LSA types introduced in Table I are
orthogonal to refresh or change triggered LSA, and new
versus duplicate instances of an LSA.

B. OSPF Operation over a Broadcast Network

As noted in the introduction, the enterprise network
makes extensive use of Ethernet LANs which provide
broadcast capability. OSPF represents such broadcast net-
works via a hub-and-spoke topology. One router is elected
as the Designated Router (DR). The DR originates a net-
work LSA representing the hub, describing links (repre-
senting the spokes) to the other routers attached to the
broadcast network. To provide additional resilience, the
routers also elect a Backup Designated Router (BDR),
which becomes the new DR if the DR fails. OSPF flooding
over a broadcast network is a two step process:
1. A router attached to the network sends an LSA only to

the DR by sending it to a special multicast group DR-Rtrs.
Only the DR and the BDR listen to this group.
2. The DR in turn floods the LSA back to other routers
on the network by sending it to another special multicast
group, All-Rtrs. All the routers on the network listen to
this group.
The BDR participates in the DR-Rtrs group so that it can
remain in sync with DR. However, the BDR does not flood
an LSA to All-Rtrs unless the DR fails to do so.

III. ENTERPRISE NETWORK AND ITS

INSTRUMENTATION

In this Section, we first describe the OSPF topology
of the enterprise network used for our case study. We
then describe the OSPF monitoring system we deployed in
that network, for collecting LSAs and providing real-time
monitoring of the OSPF network.

A. Enterprise Network Topology

The enterprise network provides highly available and re-
liable (“always on”) connectivity from customer’s facili-
ties to applications and databases residing in a data center
(see Figure 2). The network has been designed to provide
a high degree of reliability and fault-tolerance. Customer-
premise routers are connected to the data center routers
via leased lines. An instance of EIGRP runs between the
endpoints of each leased line. The routers in the data cen-
ter form an OSPF domain which is the focus of this pa-
per. Customer reachability information learnt via EIGRP
is imported as external LSAs into the OSPF domain. The
domain consists of Cisco routers and switches. For scal-
ability, the OSPF domain is divided into about 15 areas
forming a hub-and-spoke topology. Servers hosting appli-
cations and databases are connected to area 0 (the back-
bone area) whereas customers are connected to routers in
non-backbone areas.

Certain details of the topology of non-backbone areas
are relevant to our analysis. Figure 3 shows the topology of
a non-backbone area. Two routers — termed ��� and ���
— are connected to all areas (the backbone area and ev-
ery non-backbone area), and serve as OSPF border routers.
Each non-backbone area has up to 50 routers. As shown
in the figure, each area consists of two Ethernet LANs.



All the routers of the area are connected to these LANs.
Routers ��� and � � have connections to both LANs and
provide the interconnection between the two LANs. Other
routers of the area are connected to exactly one of the two
LANs.
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Fig. 2. Enterprise network topology.
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Since customer-premise routers (e.g., ��� in Figure 3) are
not part of the OSPF domain, and all data center routers
are not part of EIGRP domain, routes from one protocol
are injected into the other for ensuring connectivity. Thus,
router � of area � in Figure 3 which is connected to a cus-
tomer router �	� , injects EIGRP routes into OSPF as ex-
ternal LSAs. Route injection into OSPF is carefully con-
trolled through configuration.

B. OSPF Monitoring

The architecture of the OSPF monitor consists of two
basic components: LSARs (LSA Reflectors) and LSAGs
(LSA aGgregators) [4]. By design, LSARs are extremely
simple devices that connect directly to the network and
capture OSPF LSAs, and “reflect” them to LSAG for fur-
ther processing. In the case study here, the LSARs con-
nect to LANs and join the appropriate multicast groups
to receive LSAs. At least one LSAR was connected to
each area under study. In a point to point deployment,
the LSARs form “partial adjacencies”. These adjacencies

fall short of full OSPF adjacencies but are sufficient to re-
ceive OSPF traffic. LSARs speak enough OSPF to capture
OSPF LSA traffic. However, the design rules out the pos-
sibility of the LSAR itself getting advertised for potential
use for routing regular traffic.

All code complexity is concentrated in the LSAGs. In
the case study, we deployed a single LSAG in the network.
The LSARs reliably feed the LSAs to the LSAG, which
aggregates and analyzes the LSA stream to provide real-
time monitoring and fault management capability.

For lack of space in this paper, we do not go in further
details of the monitoring system architecture.

We deployed three LSARs and one LSAG, running on
four Linux servers. Each LSAR has a number of inter-
faces connected to different areas. LSARs currently mon-
itor area zero and seven non-backbone areas, covering a
total of about 250 routers. The LSARs are connected to
LANs and configured to monitor LSAs sent to the mul-
ticast group All-Rtrs. One advantage of this approach is
that LSAR does not have to establish adjacencies with any
routers, and remains completely passive and invisible to
the OSPF domain. Since LSAR listens to group All-Rtrs,
LSA traffic seen by it is essentially identical to that seen
by a regular (i.e., non-DR, non-BDR) router on the LAN.

IV. RESULTS

We carried out the following steps to analyze the LSA
traffic:

� Baseline. We analyze the refresh-LSA traffic to base-
line the protocol dynamics, arising from soft state refresh.
Specifically, we predict the rate of refresh-LSA traffic from
information obtained from the router configuration files,
and then carry out a time-series analysis of finer time scale
characteristics.

� Analyze and fix anomalies. We take a closer look at the
change-LSA traffic, and identify root causes. In the oper-
ational setting, the heavy-hitter root causes correspond to
failure modes. Identifying these failure modes at incipient
stages enables proactive maintenance.

� Analyze and fix protocol overheads. We take a closer
look at duplicate-LSA traffic, identify root causes, and
identify configuration changes for reducing the traffic.

To get a general sense for the nature of observed LSA
traffic, consider Figure 4. The Figure shows the number
of refresh, change and duplicate LSAs received per day, in
April, 2002, for four OSPF areas. The other OSPF areas
monitored exhibited similar patterns of behavior.

First, note that refresh-LSA traffic is roughly constant
throughout the month for all areas. (The small dip in
the refresh traffic on April 7 is a statistical artifact due to
rolling the clocks forward by one hour during the switch
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Fig. 4. Number of refresh, change and duplicate LSAs received at LSAR during each day in April.

to daylight savings time.) Second, all four areas show
differences in change and duplicate-LSA traffic. In the
backbone area (area 0) refresh-LSA traffic is about two
orders of magnitude greater than change and duplicate-
LSA traffic. Non-backbone areas have very similar phys-
ical topologies, but show markedly different change and
duplicate-LSA traffic. In area 2, change-LSA traffic is
significant, though duplicate-LSA traffic is negligible. In
area 3, we note significant duplicate-LSA traffic, and neg-
ligible change-LSA traffic. Finally, area 4 saw negligible
traffic for both change and duplicate LSAs. The reasons
for these variations in LSA traffic patterns will become ap-
parent in sections VI and VII.

V. REFRESH-LSA TRAFFIC

A. Predicting Refresh-LSA Traffic

First, let us consider how to determine the average rate���
of refresh-LSAs received at a given router � . For the

purposes of the calculation, we assume that the set � � of
unique LSA-identifiers in router � ’s link-state database
is constant. That is, network elements are not being in-

troduced or withdrawn. We will use the term LSA inter-
changeably with LSA-identifier.

Let ��� denote the average rate of refreshes for a given
LSA � in the link-state database. Then,

�����
	
������ ��� (1)

Let � denote the set of LSAs originated by all routers in
the OSPF domain, and ��� the set of routers that receive a
given LSA � . Then, the set � � can be expressed as

� ����� ��� ��� ����������� (2)

which together with Eq. 1 determines
� �

. Thus, we see
that estimating the refresh-LSA traffic at a router requires
determining three parameters:

� �!� the set of LSAs originated by all the routers in the
OSPF domain.

� For each LSA � in � , ���"� the set of routers that can re-
ceive � .

� For each LSA � in � , the associated refresh-rate �#� of � .
We next describe how to estimate these three parameters
from the configuration files of routers.
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Fig. 5. Expected refresh-LSA traffic versus actual refresh-LSA traffic for two OSPF areas.

A.1 Parameter Determination

To determine � , it is possible to use information avail-
able in router configuration files. In particular, it is not
hard to count the exact number of internal LSAs using con-
figuration files. For example, a router configuration file
specifies the OSPF area associated with each interface of
the router. We can derive the number of router LSAs a
given router originates by counting the number of unique
areas associated with the router’s interfaces. On the other
hand, it is impossible to estimate the exact number of ex-
ternal LSAs from configuration files. In general, the num-
ber of external LSAs depend on which prefixes are dynam-
ically injected into OSPF domain. However, one can use
heuristics to determine external LSAs using the filtering
clauses in configuration files that control external route in-
jection.

Calculating the parameter � � for LSA � is equivalent to
counting the routers in the flooding scope of � . The count
can be easily determined by constructing the OSPF topol-
ogy and area structure from the configuration files.

To estimate the refresh-rate � � of LSA � , a crude option
is to use the recommended value of

���
minutes from the

OSPF specification [12]. In practice, better estimates can
be obtained by combining configuration information with
published information on the router vendor’s refresh algo-
rithm.

We determined all three parameters from the network’s
router configuration files using an automated router config-
uration analysis tool, NetDB [13]. Specifically, we com-
puted the set � for router, network, summary and external
LSAs. We estimated external LSAs using the heuristic that
every external prefix explicitly permitted via configuration
is in fact injected as an external LSA. As it turned out, this
heuristic underestimated the number of external LSAs by

about 10%, owing to the injection of more-specific prefixes
than those present in filters within the configuration files.
For refresh-rates, the tool first determined operating sys-
tem version of each router from the configuration files. It
then consulted a table of refresh rates using the operating
system version as the index. The table itself was popu-
lated from information published on the vendor web-site
[14] [15].

Figure 5 shows the expected refresh-LSA traffic per day
versus the actual number of LSAs received by LSAR, for
two areas. Clearly, the actual refresh-LSA traffic is as pre-
dicted.

B. Time-series Analysis

In this section, we report on a time-series analysis of
refresh-LSA traffic. The analysis revealed that the traf-
fic is periodic, as expected. Recently, a paper by Basu
and Riecke [3] suggested that LSA refreshes from differ-
ent routers could become synchronized. We tested the hy-
potheses and found refresh traffic not to be synchronized
across different routers.

B.1 Periodicity of Refresh-LSA Traffic

The time-series analysis revealed that the routers fall
into two classes:

� The first class has a refresh-period of 30 minutes and
exhibits very strong periodic behavior.

� The second class has a refresh-period of about 33 min-
utes, with a jittered refresh pattern.

As it turned out, the analysis picked up differences in
the refresh algorithms, associated with different releases
of the router operating system. Specifically, the first class
of routers ran IOS 11 (11.1 and 11.2) whereas the second
class of routers ran IOS 12 (12.0, 12.1 and 12.2). The
OSPF implementation in IOS 11 follows a simple refresh
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Fig. 6. Refresh-LSA traffic for routers running IOS 11. The up-
per graph shows the time-series for a few hours of a typical
day. The lower graph shows the power-spectrum analysis of
the time-series.

strategy. The router scans the OSPF database every 30
minutes and refreshes all its LSAs by reflooding them in
the network [15]. Figure 6 shows an example from the
time-series obtained by binning the LSAs into sampling
intervals of size 1 minute (the horizontal line in the up-
per graph shows the average LSA rate based on 30 minute
bins). It seems obvious from the graph that there is a pe-
riodicity in the time-series. To test this, and determine the
period we plot the power spectrum of the time-series in the
lower graph of the figure (based on a longer 1 week sam-
ple of data). The power spectrum shows a distinct peak at
a frequency of 2 cycles per hour (a period of 30 minutes).
The subsequent peaks are the harmonics of this distinct
peak, and so we can conclude that the time-series shows
strong periodicity.

The refresh algorithm underwent a change when IOS
11.3 was introduced [15]. The router running IOS 12 has a
timer which expires every refresh-int seconds. Upon ex-
piry of the timer, the router refreshes only those LSAs
whose last refresh-time is more than 30 minutes old. Pa-
rameter refresh-int is configurable with a default of 4 min-
utes. Furthermore, the timer is jittered. Since the routers
of the enterprise network use the default, we expect the
refresh interval to be about 32 minutes (the smallest mul-
tiple of 4 which is greater than 30 minutes). The effect
can be seen in the upper graph of Figure 7 which shows
the LSA refresh pattern for routers running IOS 12. The
power spectrum in the lower graph of the figure shows that
the data has a strong component at 1.79 cycles per hour,
which is roughly 33 minutes as expected. (We have corre-
spondingly chosen the bin size for this data to be 67.189
seconds to minimize aliasing in the results.) Notice that
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Fig. 7. Refresh-LSA traffic for routers running IOS 12. The up-
per graph shows the time-series for a few hours of a typical
day. The lower graph shows the power-spectrum analysis of
the time-series.

there is considerably more noise in the spectrum due to
the jitter algorithm.

B.2 Synchronization of Refresh-LSA Traffic

It has been suggested that LSA refreshes are likely to be
synchronized with the undesirable consequence that they
are all sent nearly simultaneously creating a burst of LSA
traffic at a router [3]. We analyze refresh-LSA traffic to see
how bursty the traffic appears. In general, the burstiness of
LSA traffic received by a router depends on two things:

� The burstiness of refresh-LSA traffic originated by a sin-
gle router.

� Synchronization between refresh-LSAs originated by
different routers.

We have observed that LSAs originated by a single
router are usually clumped together during refresh. With
IOS 11 this is expected since a router refreshes all LSAs
on expiry of a single timer. Even with IOS 12, we have ob-
served that LSAs originated by a single router are clumped
together. Specifically, summary and external LSAs origi-
nated by some routers tend to be refreshed in big bursts.
This explains the periodic spikes seen in Figures 6 and 7.

Next, we consider how refresh-LSAs coming from dif-
ferent routers interact. A recent paper [3] suggested that
LSA refreshes from different routers are likely to be syn-
chronized. The mechanism that creates this synchroniza-
tion is related to the startup of the routers. However, in
general, in network related phenomena, synchronization is
only a real problem when there are forces driving the sys-
tem toward synchronization, which is not the case here.
For example, see [16] [17] where synchronization occurs
as a result of the dynamics of the system pushing it towards
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synchronization in a similar manner to the Huygens’ clock
synchronization problem [18].

To understand why synchronization is only a real prob-
lem if the system is pushed towards it, consider that in
a real network it would be very rare for all the routers
in a network to be rebooted simultaneously. Over time
though, individual links and routers are added, dropped,
and restarted. Each time the topology is changed in this
way, a little part of the synchronization is broken. The
larger the network, the more often topology changes will
occur, and so the synchronization is broken more quickly
in the cases where it might cause problems. Furthermore,
there is always a small drift in any periodic signal, and
this drift breaks the synchronization over time. Moreover,
there is no “weak coupling” [16] in OSPF LSA refresh
process, i.e., the LSAs generation at a router is not driven
by that at other routers. Finally, the addition of jitter in
IOS 12 onwards quickly removes any synchronization be-
tween these routers. If there is no force driving the system
towards synchronization, then it is unlikely to be seen out-
side of simulations.

For the enterprise network, we have observed that re-
fresh traffic from different routers is not strongly synchro-
nized. Figure 8(a) and (b) show the number of routers
(from area 8) whose LSAs were received at LSAR during
a one second interval for the duration of a typical refresh-
cycle. Neither graphs display evidence of strong synchro-
nization between routers. We have also performed stastical
tests which show that at least at time scales below a minute
the LSA traffic from different routers is not at all synchro-
nized, and appears to be uniformly distributed over the 30
minute refresh period. On larger time scales, there is some
apparent weak correlation (see the clustering of routers at
0.1 and 0.75 in Figure 8(a)), but the degree of correlation
seen should not have practical importance even if it is not
a statistical anomaly.

Area 8 was chosen because it contained a good mix of
routers with IOS 11 and 12. Other areas show similar char-
acteristics.

VI. CHANGE-LSA TRAFFIC

Figure 4 shows that some areas receive significant
change-LSA traffic. In this section, we first classify
these LSAs by whether they indicate internal or external
changes. Then, we look at the underlying causes.

Internal changes are conveyed by router and network
LSAs within the area in which change occurs and by sum-
mary LSAs outside the area. External changes are con-
veyed by external LSAs. Figure 9 shows the number of
change LSAs for the month of April. The figure provides
curves for selected areas, accounting for more than 99% of
the corresponding LSA traffic in April.

Figure 9 shows that external changes constitute the
largest component of change-LSAs generated in the net-
work. External changes from area 2 dominate those seen
in other areas (Figure 9(c)). Among internal changes, most
occurred in area 0 (Figure 9(a)). Internal change-LSAs in
area 0 were not propagated to other areas, since the net-
work was configured to allow only summary LSAs repre-
senting default route (0.0.0.0/0) into non-backbone areas.
The spike in Figure 9(b) is due to a border router with-
drawing and re-announcing summary LSAs.

A. Root Cause Analysis

We saw that area 0 accounted for most of the internal
changes seen in April. It turns out that almost all these
changes were due to an internal error in a crucial router in
area 0. This router was the DR on all the LANs of area 0.
Because of the error, there would be episodes lasting a
few minutes during which the problematic router would
drop and re-establish adjacencies with other routers on the
LAN. Accordingly, a flurry of change-LSAs were gener-
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Fig. 10. Effect of a problematic router on the number of router + network LSAs in area 0.

ated during each such episode. Each episode lasted only
for a few minutes and there were only a few episodes each
day. The data suggests that during the episodes the net-
work was at risk of partitioning or was in fact partitioned.
In April, these episodes account for more than 99% of to-
tal internal change-LSAs observed in area 0. Figure 10(a)
shows the number of router and network LSAs for each
day of April, and Figure 10(b) shows the same statistic for
each hour of one of these days when area 0 witnessed a
few episodes. On April 19th, acting on the data gathered
by the OSPF monitor, the operator changed the configura-
tion of the problematic router to prevent it from becoming
the DR, and rebooted it. As a result, the network stabi-
lized, and changes in the area 0 topology vanished. Inter-
estingly, this illustrates the potential of OSPF monitoring
for localizing failure modes, and proactively fixing the net-
work before more serious failures occur.

Figure 9(c) shows that among all areas, area 2 witnessed
the maximum number of external changes in April. A
large percentage of these changes were caused by a flap-
ping external link. One of the routers (call it � ) in area 2
maintains a link to a customer premise router (call it � )

over which it runs EIGRP, as mentioned in Section III-A.
Router A imports 4 EIGRP routes into OSPF as 4 external
LSAs. Closer inspection of network conditions revealed
that the EIGRP session between � and � started flapping
when the link between � and � became overloaded. This
leads to router � repeatedly announcing and withdrawing
EIGRP prefixes via external LSAs. The flapping of the
link between � and � happened nearly every day in April
between 9 pm and 3 am. These link flaps accounted for
about 82% of the total external change-LSAs and 99% of
the total external change-LSAs witnessed by area 2. At
the time of writing of this paper, the network operator is
still looking into ways of minimizing the impact of these
external EIGRP flaps without impacting customer’s con-
nectivity or performance.

VII. DUPLICATE-LSA TRAFFIC

In Section IV, we remarked that area 3 received signif-
icant duplicate-LSA traffic (almost 33% of the total LSA
traffic in that area). On the other hand, area 2 saw negli-
gible duplicate-LSA traffic. Since processing duplicate-
LSAs wastes CPU resources, it is important to under-
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stand the circumstances that lead to duplicate-LSA traffic
in some areas and not others. As we will see, a detailed
analysis of the OSPF control plane connectivity explains
the variation in duplicate LSA traffic seen in areas 2 and 3,
and leads to a configuration change that would reduce du-
plicate LSA traffic in area 3. In general, we believe such
analysis can provide operational guidelines for lowering
the level of duplicate LSA traffic, at the cost of small trade-
offs in network responsiveness.

A. Causes of Duplicate-LSA Traffic

In the enterprise network under study, all areas have
identical physical connectivity. Thus, it initially came as a
surprise that one area saw significant duplicate-LSA traf-
fic and another area did not. As it turns out, though all ar-
eas have identical physical structure, the difference in how
LSAs propagate through the areas gives rise to the differ-
ences observed in duplicate-LSA traffic. Recall that the
areas are LAN-based, and that the DR and BDR behave
differently than other routers on the LAN, as described
in Section II-B: The DR and BDR send LSAs to all the
routers (and the monitoring system’s LSAR) on the LAN,
whereas other routers send LSAs only to the DR and BDR.
Thus, the LSA propagation behavior on a LAN depends
strongly on which routers play the role of the DR or BDR,
and how these routers are connected to the rest of the net-
work.

The analysis is rather intricate. Recall that every area
has two LANs, and that the LSAR is attached to one of
the LANs. Let us denote the LAN on which the LSAR
resides as LAN 1, and the other LAN as LAN 2. Recall
that ��� and � � are connected to both LANs; other routers
are connected to only one of the LANs. We denote � �
and � � as the B-pair, and rest of the routers as LAN1-
router or LAN2-router, based on which LAN the routers

reside on. Since the B-pair routers are connected to both
LANs, the role they play on LAN 1 (DR, BDR or regu-
lar) is very important in determining whether the LSAR
receives duplicate-LSAs or not. Indeed, it is the B-pair
routers’ difference in role in areas 2 and 3 that gives rise to
different duplicate-LSA traffic in these two areas.

We arrive at four cases based on the roles B-pair routers
play on LAN 1:
Case 1:

�
DR, BDR �

Case 2:
�
DR, regular �

Case 3:
�
BDR, regular �

Case 4:
�
regular, regular �

To understand which of these cases leads to duplicate-LSA
traffic on LAN 1 of a given area, we model LSA propa-
gation on LAN 1 with a “control-plane” diagram in Fig-
ure 12. This diagram shows links between those routers
that can send LSAs to each other. In addition, the figure
shows how one or more copies of LSA � may propagate to
the LSAR via the B-pair routers. Suppose LSA � is origi-
nated by a LAN2-router. The B-pair routers receive copies
of � on their LAN 2 interfaces and further propagate the
LSA to the LSAR on LAN 1. We denote the copies of �
propagated via � � and � � as � � and � � respectively in
Figure 12. The figure makes it clear that cases 1 and 3 lead
to duplicate-LSAs whereas cases 2 and 4 do not.

Table II shows the cases we encounter in different areas.
Note that area 3 encounters case 3 whereas area 2 encoun-
ters case 2. This explains why area 3 receives duplicate-
LSA traffic and area 2 does not.

Note that under cases 1 and 3, whether the LSAR ac-
tually receives multiple copies of LSA � depends on the
LSA arrival times at various routers. For example, con-
sider case 1. Whether the B-pair routers send LSA � to
the LSAR or not depends on the order in which the LSA
arrives at these two routers. At least one of B-pair routers
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Area DR on LAN 1 BDR on LAN 1 Case above
Area 1 LAN 1 rtr � � case 3
Area 2 � � LAN 1 rtr case 2
Area 3 LAN 1 rtr � � case 3
Area 4 � � LAN 1 rtr case 2
Area 5 � � � � case 1
Area 6 � � � � case 1
Area 8 LAN 1 rtr � � case 3

TABLE II
DR AND BDR ON LAN 1 OF VARIOUS AREAS.

must send the LSA to the LSAR on LAN 1. However,
whether the other router also sends the LSA to LSAR de-
pends on the order of LSA arrival at this router. If the
router receives the LSA on LAN 2 first, it sends the LSA
to LSAR resulting in a duplicate being seen at LSAR. On
the other hand, if the router receives the LSA on LAN 1
first, it does not send the LSA to LSAR. In this case, the
LSAR does not receive a duplicate-LSA. A similar argu-
ment can be made regarding case 3.

To summarize, an LSA originated by a LAN2-router

may get duplicated on LAN 1 under cases 1 and 3, if it
arrives in a particular order at different routers. Figure 13
shows the number of duplicate-LSAs originated by vari-
ous routers for two representative areas. All the duplicate-
LSAs seen by the LSAR are originated by LAN2-routers
and the B-pair routers. The LSAR does not see duplicate-
LSAs for LSAs originated by a LAN1-router. This is
because irrespective of which router is DR and BDR on
LAN 1, LSAR receives a single copy of an LSA originated
by a LAN1-router from the DR.

Figure 14 shows the fraction of total LSAs originated
by LAN2-routers that are duplicated. As the figure indi-
cates, even under cases 1 and 3, not all the “duplicate-
susceptible” LSAs are actually duplicated. We observed
that within a given area, the percentage of LSAs originated
by LAN2-routers that become duplicated remains roughly
constant for days. However, this percentage varies widely
across areas. Understanding this behavior requires under-
standing the finer time scale behavior of the routers in-
volved, and is ongoing work.
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Fig. 13. Duplicate-LSA traffic from various routers.

B. Avoiding Duplicate-LSAs

Having uncovered the causes of duplicate-LSAs, we ex-
plore ways to reduce their volume. The enterprise network
operator can avoid duplicate-LSAs if he can force case 2
or 4, by controlling which router becomes the DR and/or
the BDR on LAN 1. This depends on a complex election
algorithm executed by all routers on the LAN. The input to
this algorithm is priority parameter, configurable on each
interface of a router. The higher the priority, the greater
the chance of winning the election, though these priorities
provide only partial control. As a result, the operator can-
not force case 2 to apply. Even if the network operator
assigns highest priority to one of the B-pair and zero pri-
ority to the other routers on LAN 1, there is no guarantee
that the high priority router will become DR. Fortunately,
the operator can force case 4 to apply by ensuring that nei-
ther of the B-pair routers become DR or BDR on LAN 1.
This is accomplished by setting the priority of these two
routers to 0, so that they become ineligible to become DR
or BDR [12].

Whether forcing case 4 is sensible depends on at least
two factors. First, the DR and BDR play a very important
role on a LAN, and bear greater OSPF processing load
than the regular routers on the LAN. Therefore, the op-
erator has to ensure that the most suitable routers (taking
into account load and hardware capabilities) can become
DR and BDR. The second factor is more subtle. Typically,
reducing duplicate-LSAs requires reducing the number of
alternate paths that the LSAs take during reliable flood-
ing. This can increase the LSA propagation time, which in
turn can increase convergence time. With case 4 above,
the LSAs originated on LAN 2 have to undergo an ex-
tra hop before the other routers on LAN 1 receives them.
This means that the LSA propagation time may increase if
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case 4 is forced.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we provided a case study of OSPF be-
havior in a large operational network. Specifically, we in-
troduced a methodology for OSPF traffic analysis, treat-
ing LSA traffic generated by soft-state refresh, topology
change, and redundancies in reliable flooding, in turn.

We provided a general method to predict the rate of
refresh LSAs from router configuration information. We
found that measured refresh-LSA traffic rates matched pre-
dicted rates. We also looked at finer time scale behavior of
refresh traffic. The refresh period of different routers was
in conformance with the expected behavior of their IOS
versions. Though LSAs originated by a single router tend
to come in bursts, we found no evidence of synchroniza-
tion across routers. This may reduce scalability concerns,
which would arise if refresh synchronization were present,



leading to spikes in CPU and bandwidth usage.
We found that LSAs indicating topology change were

mainly due to external changes. This is not unexpected
since the network imports customer reachability informa-
tion into OSPF domain which is prone to change as cus-
tomers are added, dropped or their connectivity is changed.
Moreover, since customers are connected over leased lines,
their reachability information is likely to be more volatile.
For both internal and external topology changes, persis-
tent but partial failure modes produced the vast majority
of change LSAs, associated with flapping links. Interest-
ingly, the internal change-LSA traffic pointed to an inter-
mittently failing router, leading to a preventative action to
protect the network. It is fair to say that any time a new
way to view networks is introduced (route monitoring in
this case), new phenomena are observed, leading to better
network visibility and control. Though further and wider
studies are needed, we suspect that persistent and partial
failure modes are typical, and the development of strate-
gies for stabilizing OSPF would benefit from focusing on
such modes. During the study, we did not observe any
instance of network-wide meltdown or network-wide in-
stability. We also investigated the nature of the duplicate-
LSA traffic seen in the network. The analysis led to a
simple configuration change that reduces duplicate traffic,
without impacting the physical structure of the network.

The findings of this case study are specific to the enter-
prise network and the duration of the study. Similar studies
for other OSPF networks (enterprise and ISP) and studies
over longer durations are needed to further enhance un-
derstanding of OSPF dynamics. This forms a part of our
future work. Furthermore, In the ISP setting, we intend
to join the OSPF and BGP monitoring data to analyze the
interactions of these protocols. Another direction of future
work is to develop realistic workload models for OSPF
emulation, test and simulations. Our methodology for pre-
dicting refresh-LSA traffic is a first step in that direction.
The workload models can also be used in conjunction with
work on OSPF processing delays on a single router [5] to
investigate network scalability.
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